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Breakdown Model:

•
Design (Architectural Design, Detailed Design)
•
Implementation (Translation, Unit Testing)
•
Testing (Integration testing, Validation testing, Increment Review)

A Disruptive Software Development
Lifecycle for Fault Tolerant
Software Systems

The breakdown model goes a step further and adds the following addition to the process
•
Analysis and Anti-Analysis
•
Design and Anti-Design
•
Implementation and Anti-Implementation
•
Testing and Anti-Testing

Vaibhav Prakash, University of Texas
Danny Sunderesan, University of Texas

What is Anti-Analysis?

Abstract. The software development lifecycle is the most important part of Software Engineering. It determines the outcome of an idea into a tangible software.
Here we present a variant of the Harmony process, the breakdown model which
focuses on not only developing software but deleting all possible scenarios for
failures in each phase of the development process. This framework is adaptable
with existing software development lifecycles.

Introduction
Traditional software development lifecycles follow 7 core
activities. They are requirements, design, construction, testing,
debugging, deployment and maintenance. Naturally, apart from
the requirements and testing phase, all other phases concentrate on building the software. In the requirements phase,
some teams calculate the risk management which deals with
the possible failure scenarios and in testing which deals with
finding the loop holes based on a multitude of input values
and boundary value working environments. The core idea of all
software development lifecycles is to build software and not
actually break it down. We believe that this is the main reason
for the declining quality of software. None of the models build
and destroy the software in parallel. It is quintessential to factor
into our equations of how our software can fail in each phase
while we are building the same. The breakdown model does
exactly this—build and destroy software in parallel. Destroying
software is as important as building it. Only when we understand
all possible failure scenarios can we truly understand how to
build software which is resistant to failure in each phase of the
development lifecycle.

Methodology - Breakdown model
The normal software lifecycle architecture involves the four
core parts of a software project lifecycle:
•
Analysis (Requirements definition, Iterative prototypes,
Object Analysis)
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In order to understand what anti-analysis is, we will first see
what analysis means. Normally, the software team goes through
the requirements phase and risk management is a part of it.
But, in the breakdown model, a part of the team known as the
anti-team (20%-25% of the team) works in breaking down the
requirement documents and tries to find flaws it in. The sole purpose of the anti-team is to find ways in which the requirements
definition can be proved false. The anti-analysis team can also
make the requirement definition resilient to change as “changing
requirements” are the number one cause for software failure
What is Anti-Design?
The same concept applies here too. A part of the team (20%
- 25% of the team) acts as the anti-team here. But, the people
involved in the anti-team in the anti-analysis phase cannot be
duplicated here. It has to be picked from the remaining 75% of
the team. The anti-design phase works in breaking down the
architecture and detailed design concepts which the team have
built. The anti-design team works carefully to weed out all possible scenarios where the design will fail.

What is Anti-Implementation?
A part of the team (20% - 25% of the team) acts as the antiteam here. But, the people involved in the above two phases
cannot be duplicated and have to be picked from the remaining 50% of the team. The anti-implementation phase works in
breaking down the implementation (such as test-driven development) while the software is being built. The anti-implementation
team works in tandem with the implementation team to wipe out
all possible failures in the code.

What is Anti-Testing?
The remaining team members (20% - 25%), who have
not participated in the above three phases come into picture in
this phase. The anti-testing team does not break the software
but shows if the software works for the intended purpose. Testing and re-testing only for positive values (or) working values.
They can work with the customer or simulate the intended
customer who will use the software.
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•Anti Analysis

•Anti Design

Number of iterations needed – N, Number of phases
in life cycle – P (4 in this case)
Number of anti-team members per cycle – 100/N

Analysis

Design

Number of anti-team members in each phase – N/P
Higher the value of N, higher the probability of a
software system that is fault tolerant

Testing

•Anti Testing

Fault tolerance

Construction

•Anti
Construction

Ideally, NPractically, N=5 should result in a fairly fault
tolerant system

Figure 1

The breakdown model can be used in conjunction with the
Spiral model to develop better fault tolerant systems. In order
to determine the number of iterations needed for a complete
fault tolerant system, we divide the number of iterations by 100,
which gives the percentage of team members needed for the
anti-team.
Let us take an example to better understand the above
concept. If we want our software to be completed in 3 iterations, then we divide 100/3 which gives 33.3% (recurring). This
means that in each iteration of the spiral, 33.3% of members
act as the anti-team. Since there are primarily four phases of
development, we divide it by 4, which gives 8.25% of the team
to participate in anti-analysis, anti-design, anti-implementation
and anti-testing separately.
Therefore, in three iterations, the entire team, in effect would
have contributed to build and destroy software from end to end
which gives a substantially higher probability of a fault tolerant
system as all the team members would have contributed to it.
The more you can involve people in the anti-teams, the better
your chances are of building software which has fault tolerance.
Even when N=1(i.e. the most basic software development
lifecycle incorporating the waterfall model with 4 phases viz.
analysis, design, implementation and testing), the breakdown
model results in a system which is 4 times more fault tolerant.
This is because the system is tested only during the testing
phase in the above traditional methodology. In the breakdown
model, the system is broken down and tested for loop holes in
each phase resulting in a better fault tolerant system.

Figure 2

Highlights
Weeds out errors through multiple iterations and different
perspectives
We found out that with N=5. A relatively high fault tolerant
system can be developed
This framework can be adapted into any of the existing software development lifecycles

Case study (Application)
We applied this to 15 software projects at the Erik Jonsson
School of Engineering, The University of Texas at Dallas. All the
projects were part of the coursework for graduate students. All
the teams who used this framework had better fault tolerance
in their software code. Although they used variants of this and
incorporated the thinking into their lifecycles, it made a significant change to the product at the end compared to other teams
who followed traditional lifecycles.

Conclusion
The breakdown model is best utilized when used in conjunction with the spiral or other iterative models where repeated
phases are inserted into the development lifecycle. They key
aspect here is using every team member’s capability to see as
many ways in which the system might fail in the analysis and
design phase itself. The breakdown model produces better
systems when used with the simplistic waterfall model too.
Lastly, from the case study it is evident that the model works as
intended.
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